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I. INTRODUCTION 
How can one choose a point randomly from the real number line? An 
infinite-space Monte Carlo method suggests a possible way to make this 
choice. Begin a random walk at the origin, and stop at a random time, that 
is, at a time chosen randomly from the positive reals. But this method is 
circular! We have used some notion of random (or, one might say, 
uniform) time distribution to define a notion of uniform space distribution. 
Mathematically the question therefore becomes: are they (or can they be) 
the same distribution? As an application of the results of this paper, we will 
see that there do exist random distributions which are consistent in this 
sense. What is needed is a very strong notion of uniformity; the most 
fundamental notion, translation invariance, is not by itself enough. In this 
paper we study three additional sources of uniformity: convex scale 
invariance, consistency with averaging methods, and Mokobodzki’s 
measure-linearity. 
Recall that a mean is a positive, normalized, (continuous) linear 
functional on L”(lR)-see [Gr]. A mean determines a finitely additive 
probability measure on the Lebesgue measurable subsets of [w and the set 
of means includes Pi(W)= (#EL’(R): @(x)20 for a.e. x, and l#dx= l}, 
which correspond to the countably additive measures. 
One reasonable condition for a uniformly distributed mean i to satisfy is 
conuolution-inoariance (called topological invariance in [Gr]), that i(f) = 
A(4 * S) for each 4 E Pi. This is easily seen to imply translation-invariance, 
but the converse is false [Ru2; Ra, 5.1, 21. Yet this is a natural 
requirement, viewing (4 *f)(t) in either of two ways, as the local 
smoothing f 4(t - x) f(x) dx, or as a weighted average of translates off(t), 
jW)f(t-wx. 
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Another natural requirement is dilation-invariance. This corresponds to 
changing the units of the number line, which should not change the 
average value of a function. But this is not guaranteed by convolution- (or 
translation-) invariance (Example 5.8). 
Any invariant mean is a convex combination of two invariant pieces, 
weighted at plus and at minus infinity. Each piece extends the usual notion 
of limit, and can be viewed as a type of generalized limit (Banach limit). So 
one could hope that a uniform mean would also agree with various 
reasonable averaging methods. 
The Cesaro average, for instance, is defined in a simple and natural way, 
and converges, to the “right” value, in many applications, such as for f 
periodic or almost periodic, or (more generally!) for bounded f(t) ran- 
domly generated by a stationary stochastic process (by Birkhoffs ergodic 
theorem). 
Here is a natural example where the Cesaro averaging method is, 
however, not sufficiently strong. Let B(t) be a Brownian motion path in the 
reals, starting at zero. Let I be an interval in R, and consider the function 
f(t) = xl(( l/Jf) B(t)). A pathwise Central Limit Theorem would state that 
the average time spent at value one is equal to (l/J%) j, epx2’* dx. But, as 
we show in Proposition 5.9, the Cesaro limit of f(t) almost surely (with 
respect to Wiener measure) diverges. 
We could instead try a sort of abstract extension of the Cesaro averages. 
Let 1,(f) = (l/r) j;, f(x) dx. This is a mean, and by the Banach-Alaoglu 
theorem the set of means is weak-* compact. So there exists a limit point 1, 
which will necessarily be an invariant mean. It will be consistent with the 
Cesaro limit but defined everywhere. But as we will see, such a 1. will also 
fail to give the pathwise CLT (Proposition 5.9). 
What we really need for a satisfactory answer is a stronger averaging 
method. In fact, all we need is to move one stage beyond the Cesaro limit. 
We call the convolution operators f --+ # * f for 4 E P,(R) averaging 
operators of order zero. Let P,(R! + ) denote those functions in P,(R) with 
support on the positive reals, and call an operator of the form f( t) --) (l/t) 
jW/t)f(x)dx for $~f’,@+) C a esaro-type average. Define the operator 
E: L”(R) -+ L”(R) by (Ef)(x) =f(exp(x)) which gives an exponential 
change of scale. Define E-‘: Loo(R) + L”(R) by (E-If)(x) =f(log(x)) for 
x >O, zero for x ~0. Let @ be the identity and set (E-“) = (E-l)” for 
n>O.For#~Pi(lR)defineA~(f)=~*f:F or n E Z an averaging operator of 
order n is of the form A; = E-“A$ E”, and an averaging method of order n is 
lim ,- +oo (A;f)(t). Setting II/ = (l/x) &log( l/x)) for x > 0, we see that the 
Cesaro-type operators are exactly the averaging operators of order one. 
For example, 1, = (l/t) jh corresponds to I+G = ~t~,~, and d(x) = e-xxt,,,(x). 
Perhaps the best way to understand this correspondence is to notice that 
since exp is a homomorphism from the additive to the multiplicative reals, 
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convolution in (R, + ) must be taken to convolution in (I%‘+, . ), which is 
the Cesaro-type average (since this is an average of dilations). 
We will show that although the Cesaro-type averages almost surely 
diverge for the pathwise CLT, the order two (or higher) methods almost 
surely converge. There exists a mean consistent simutaneously with averag- 
ing methods of all orders, and moreover there exists a convolution- 
invariant mean which is invariant with respect to an exponential change of 
scale. 
The proof of this turns out to be easy as well as instructive, so we 
suggest the reader begin there (Theorem 2.6). The more general for- 
mulation (all that is actually needed is the convexity of the scale change!) is 
harder to prove (Theorem 2.2). 
In Section III we combine this scale-change approach with some ideas 
originally due to Mokobodzki [M, H-J]. His proof of the existence of 
measure-linear means on the integers used the Continuum Hypothesis, and 
it is now known that Martin’s axiom is sufficient (proved by Norman 
[H-J]). Martin’s axiom is, apparently, more readily accepted by set 
theorists-see the discussion in [H-J]. A sample application of measure- 
linearity, combined with exponential invariance, proves the Monte Carlo 
consistency discussed in the first paragraph (Theorem 4.2). Another 
application provides a second proof of the pathwise Central Limit Theorem 
(Theorem 4.1). A key step in the proof is an ergodic theoretic interpretation 
of Brownian motion: the scaling flow on Brownian paths is a Bernoulli 
flow of infinite entropy (Theorem 4.8). This leads to a new proof of the 
Blumenthal O-l law for Brownian motion (Lemma 4.10). These results also 
hold for Brownian motion in R”. 
In the final section we give some examples and counterexamples and 
pose some questions. We also mention matters which will be developed 
further in two forthcoming papers: a pathwise CLT and Donsker’s theorem 
for random walks in R”, and an extension of the Monte Carlo method to 
random walks on non-amenable groups and to their actions on a finite 
measure space. 
In the non-amenable case the notion of average value is replaced by a 
projection onto the p-harmonic functions, which is determined by the 
choice of a measure-linear Cesaro-consistent mean on the integers. The 
Monte Carlo method now produces boundary values which, when 
integrated, give the projection. Integration is necessary precisely because 
the Blumenthal O-l law no longer holds. For group actions the correspon- 
dence between boundary values and the harmonic projection has an 
interesting interpretation: the derivation of Kakutani and Yosida’s ergodic 
theorem from the random ergodic theorem [Ka]. 
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II. CONVEX CHANGES OF SCALE 
DEFINITION. Let 5%~ denote the set of increasing convex functions 
c: [0, + co) --, [0, + co) satisfying: 
(1) c continuous (and c(0) finite), 
(2) c’(x)>0 and c”(x)>0 Vx, 
(3) lim,X, +aD c’(x) = +co. 
Partially order VO by c < d if 3e E VU such that c 0 e = d, c = d if c(x) = d(x) 
for all X, and c < d if c < d or c = d. 
Remarks. VU is closed under composition, so this relation is transitive. 
Smoothness of c provides a convenient way of specifying the sort of con- 
vexity the proof uses but is not necessary. 
DEFINITION. For CEVO, define C: L”([w)+L”([w) by 
(Cf)(x) = 
i 
yx)j x 3 0 
1 x<o 
and C’:L’(R)-+L’(R) by 
f 
tc- Y)(x) = o 
L 
oc-l(X), x z c(0) 
x<c(O). 
For q5~Pr(R), with AO,(f)=d*f, define A;:L” -+L” by A;(f)= 
(C-‘AiC)(f), and define A;-‘(f) analogously. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let 9 be a directed subset of 590. That is, any two 
elements of 9 are majorized by a third. Then there exists a mean ,I on L”( aB) 
such that for all 4 E P,(R), f or all c E $9 (the limits being taken at + CC ), 
7 
(a) ~q+*(f~c),<if6llm~*(f~c), 
(b) Y = W;(f )). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let c E %?:n. Then there exists a mean 2 such that Af = 
,?(d*f)for each REPS, andalso Af=An(foc). 
We need first: 
LEMMA 2.3. For CE$?U, CELL, q5 and $EP,([W) we have 
iGiljQ*(foC)diii~*~ 
Proof. Define the functional I/J,: L”(R) + R by $,(f)= A;(f)= 
((II/ * (f oc))oc -I)(t). This is linear and continuous, and is explicitly given 
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by integration against the L’ function $(c-‘(t) - c-‘(x))(c-I)‘(x). 
We denote this function as $,(x), and can therefore write $,(f) = 
j $,(x) f(x) dx. This agrees with what will be our usual notation for L’ 
acting on L”. We will be done if we show 
@,(#*f-n-0 as t-+ +co, (*I 
since if (*) holds, lim $,(f)=fi II/,(4 *f) and so 
lim $ * (f~C)=lim$,(f)=lim$,($ *f)<hm(f$ *f). 
The last inequality uses the fact that, for g E L” and $ E P,, 
iz~*gblimg, which is an immediate consequence of Holder’s 
inequality for L” and L’. 
Now we prove (*). We use the notation h”(x) = h( -x). 
II/,(4 *f-f) = cs, * (4 *f-I-)1(0) 
= c& * (4 * f) - Q, *./-l(O) 
=m5,*dPJ,l *f)(O) 
= [(tit * iv-$,1(f)* 
Therefore it is sufficient to show (replacing 4 by 8, also in P,) that 
I( $! * 4 - $,I1 , -+ 0, which will imply (* ) by Holder’s inequality-in other 
words, since strong implies weak convergence in L’. 
Consider the set E,c P,, the set of $ such that III++, * d-$,11, +O for a 
fixed 4. This is a closed convex set in L’, so it will be enough to prove this 
for $ the normalized characteristic function of an interval. This follows, for 
instance, from the Martingale Convergence Theorem [P], by partitioning 
successively larger intervals in k! into small ones, and averaging over each. 
Let 9?(R) denote the bounded continuous functions. Its dual is J(R), 
the finite signed measures, which contains L’(R). Let A,(R) denote the 
probability measures. This is convex and weak-* compact in A = (%)*, 
and contains P,(R). Its extreme points are the point masses. Therefore 
4EP1 can be well-approximated (as integrated against continuous 
functions) by a finite convex combination of point masses, and such an 
approximation carries over to functions with the special form we are 
assuming for +,, tj, = (l/@-a)) ~r%.~, for TV, p E R. We conclude that it is 
enough to show that for a~!%, l(tj,*8,,--$,l11+0 as t+ +cc, i.e., 
s I$,+-a)-+,(x)1 d x-+0. Now $l(x)=(If(c-l(t)-c-l(x))(e~l)‘(x)= 
c-“(x) xci,Bl where Cr = c(c -l(t) -p), B= c(c-‘(t) - a). Note that (c-‘)‘(x) 
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is a decreasing function, due to the convexity of c(x). Assume now, for 
instance, that a>O, and define the function 
$P= (6, * tit) + (X~ol,oi+a,wrw). 
This is everywhere greater than $,, so 
11’4, * 6, - ‘hill i IM, * 6, - ielI + IIR - $,I1 
i a$,@) -t J R (4 dx - J vhW dx 
<2a$,(c)+ J+,(x-a)dx-J+,(x)dx 
= Za$,(@ = 2a(cC’)‘(ti) 
= 2a(c-‘)‘(c(c-l(t) - /II) 
which +O as t + co since the argument is a composition of increasing 
hence is increasing, and 
0 by another property of CE%. 
See also the easier proof of Theorem 2.6 for the specific case 
c(x) = exp(x). 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Forc,d~%uwithc<d,forf~L”(R)and&$EP,(R)we 
haoelim$*(fod)<lim~*(foc). 
Proof: This follows immediately from Lemma 2.3 and the nature of the 
ordering on VO. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. For c E %?u, and q5, II/ E PI(R): 
(a) if 1 is a mean such that VfELSO, l&~cC/*(foc)<Aff 
limIC/ * (foe), then l(A:f)=Lffor alff EL*. 
(b) Zfc,d~%‘~ withc<d, thenif~$*(fod)<Aff6$*(fod), 
we have A(A;f) = @I 
Proof In the proof of Lemma 2.3 we showed that $,(# * f-f) + 0 as 
t--+oo. So, A(A$f-f) = A(q5*f-f) G limt,b,(~$*f-f)=O. The same 
holds for h. For part (b) see the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Given c E %‘u, let M,(d) denote the set of means 1 
suchthatlim~*(foc)~~fS~lim*(f~c)forafixed~EP,(IW).Weclaim 
that M,(d) is non-empty, convex, and weak-* compact. Define A;: L” --* R 
by n:(f) = (4 * (f 0 c))(t). This is a mean. Let I be a weak-* limit point of 
the A;; II is in M,(4) so this is non-empty. Clearly M,(d) is convex and 
closed, hence compact. 
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Next, let M, = n, E p, M,(4). This is compact and convex; we want to 
show it is non-empty. Let d = c o c and let Ic/ E P, ; Md($) is non-empty as 
above. Let I E MJl(l). By Lemma 2.4, since c and d are in %?u and d > c, 
,I E M,(d) for all 4, hence A E M,. which is therefore nonempty. 
Now let My=n,,, M,.. By Lemma 2.4, c < da M,. 2 M,. So com- 
pactness and the directed set condition imply M is non-empty and we have 
proved part (a). (Of course M, is also compact and convex.) 
Finally, the set of means which is As-invariant is non-empty by the same 
reasoning plus (b) of Lemma 2.5, and is also compact (and convex), so we 
proceed as before to finish part (b). Note that by Lemma 2.5, this intersec- 
tion is, in fact, exactly equal to M,. 1 
Remark. One could also prove (b) first and get (a) as a corollary. This 
is because for any mean 1, I%f<ess supf, so if 3. is weighted at + cc, 
3.G lim f: This holds for 1 which is As-invariant for some c E VU. Hence, 
7 
~~==(Atbf)~lim(C-‘A~C)f=llmA~Cfas claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let 3 = {c’“‘(x) = co ... ~c(x) n times, for all 
n > 1). This set satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1, and < is just the 
order of N. By Theorem 2.1, M, is non-empty and compact. The next step 
is closely related to the proof that a solvable group is amenable; see, e.g., 
[Gr]. Denote operators Ai for d= cln’, n E Z, by A;. Any mean in M, is 
also invariant under operators of the form A;‘, and more generally A;” 
for n 3 1, by Lemma 2.5. M, is just the normalizer of the convolutions, 
with extending group Z (but note that the convolutions actually form a 
semigroup not a group). We want to average over Z, which is amenable. 
Precisely, let m be any invariant mean on I” = L”(Z), let &, E M,, and 
detine n(f) = m( . . .1, C- ‘J &J &Cf.. . ). Because m is translation- 
invariant, I,( Cf) = j.(f). Now we calculate 3JAs.f’). It is easy to see that i, 
is weighted at + Z. For all n E Z, A; = C”AsC”’ by definition. We claim 
that since & is a mean weighted at + cc, E,,C”As= &A;“C”. This is 
because, for instance, [C(C ‘(f))](.u)=f(.u) for ~30, and (C ‘Cf‘)(.u)= 
f(x) for .Y 3 c(O), so (AiCC- ‘f)(. Y is uniformly close to (AO,f)( x) for large ) 
s. Therefore. 
n(Aif)=m( . . . . &C-‘A,f, &AO,f, &CA;&) 
=m( . . . . &,A~C’&A~f, &A;‘Cf,...)=i(f). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 1 
The next theorem is exactly Theorem 2.2 for the case c(x) = e”. The 
special nature of the exponential enables us to use familiar properties of L’- 
approximate identities to simplify the proof, so we give this self-contained 
proof here. 
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THEOREM 2.6. There exists a mean 1 on L”(R) satisfying: 
(1) convolution-invariance: for f~L”([w) and REP,, 
i(f) = A(4 * f); 
(2) exponential-invariance: J(f(x)) = n(f(e”)). 
Note. The following properties follow from (1) and (2); see the Introduc- 
tion. 
(3) translation-invariance; 
(4) dilation-invariance: A( f (x)) = A( f (rx)), r > 0; 
(5) invariance under Cesaro-type averages (see the introduction); 
(6) invariance under composition with c(x) = xr, r > 1. 
One can directly prove the existence of a mean 1 satisfying (3) and (4) in 
this simpler way: the ax + b group is solvable hence amenable [Gr], and 
this carries over to the action on R. Note (see the Introduction) that (1) is 
to (2) as (5) is to (4). Note that (2) implies 1 is weighted at + co; to get a 
symmetric version of this mean one simply defines I(f) = fl(f) + fl(f). 
We remark that x*-invariance is used to prove the Monte Carlo method 
(Theorem 4.2). ’ 
ProoJ: Averaging operators A; for n E Z are defined as in the Introduc- 
tion. There exists a mean I, which is convolution-invariant and weighted at 
+ co; take any weak-* limit point of I.,= (l/t) J:, or see the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Let m be an invariant mean on P(Z) which is weighted at 
+ 00 (so we picture it as living on IV). We claim that 1 defined by A(f) = 
m(A,,f, &Ef, &E*f,...) satisfies the theorem. This is E-invariant by trans- 
lation-invariance of m. We will prove As-invariance by establishing a 
lemma: that AZ-invariance for a fixed Ic/ E P, implies A j”-invariance for all 
q5 E P,, all n > 1. By conjugation with E, it is sufficient to prove that A$,- 
invariance implies AZ-invariance for all q5. Define rc/Jx) = (l/x) $(log(t/x)) 
for x>O, zero for x<O. One checks that A$,(f)=j$,(x)f(x) dx=$,(f), 
with $,(x)E P,(R+). Defining t&x) = t,+,(x), we see that $r(~) = (l/t) 
$(x/t), a Cesaro-type operator. 
Caution. The notation here differs slightly from that of the Introduc- 
tion. 
We need to show that ,J.(d *f-f) = 0. Since A is E-invariant, it is 
weighted at + co, and since it is a mean, 3f < lim, o. 1: Therefore 
n(q5*f-f)=&4#*f-f))<limA#*f-f). 
I Property (4) guarantees that I gives the “correct” solution (Benford’s law) to the first digit 
problem of statistics. See R. Rami, The first digit problem, Amer. Math. Monthly 83 (1976), 
521-538. I am indebted to P. Diaconis for this reference. 
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Now 
A# *f-f) = $,(4 *f-f) = (5, * 4 * f- 4, *f)(O) 
= (5, * 4 - S,,tf, G II& * d - &II I llfll cc. 
One can prove that the first factor goes to zero by an approximation 
argument (see proof of Theorem 2.1) or as follows. 
by a change of variables. And t&tx) is an L’-approximate identity as 
t -+ cc so we are done with the lemma. 
We summarize the proof so far. We have chosen 1, to be AZ-invariant, 
and know 1, is AZ-invariant for all n < -1, and that 1 is E-invariant. We 
show now that 3, is As-invariant for all Q E P,. Since EAiE-’ = A; ‘, 
EA:= A;‘E as applied to f(x), for all arguments x3log(a), if q5 is com- 
pactly supported on, say, [-a, a]. No matter how large the support of 4, 
we have &EA: = ,$,A; ‘E since L, is a mean weighted at + co, and the 
same for n > 1. So. 
Remark. Geometrically, we continuously expand our perspective as 
t + co, so that +, remains stationary and q5 becomes an approximate iden- 
tity. For general c(x), something close to this is still true, but we no longer 
get a convolution operator and therefore a precise version of the argument 
becomes too complicated, and the other approach seems easiest. 
Question. How large can a directed subset 3 of the set %‘u be? The next 
proposition shows %U itself is in one sense big enough, and the example 
which follows shows it is in another sense too big. I would like to thank 
M. Magidor and B. Weiss for conversations about the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For f~ L”(W), there exists c E WU such that 
lim , _ +m As(fo c) exists. 
Proof. Actually we construct c which is continuous and piecewise 
linear, and could then round off the corners to make it smooth. We will 
choose c linear on each [n, n + 11, n > 0. So 
s foe= 1 s J Cn.n + 11 c(n + 1) - c(n) [+).0+ I )I 
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Choose a sequence mu N, i= 1, 2, 3,..., such that (l/m(i)) {$‘)f con- 
verges and such that (m(i + 1) - m(i))/m(i + 1) --f 1 as i -+ co. Therefore the 
Cesaro average A$(foc) converges, and to the same number. Now replace 
c by c 0 exp, which is still in %?o, and As applied to it converges. 1 
Remark. Notice the arbitrariness-any value between the lim sup and 
lim inf of the Cesaro averages off can be achieved! 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Define [exp](x) to equal exp(x) for XE N, and to be 
linearly interpolated in between, We claim that [exp] and exp cannot be 
majorized by any k E VU, thus they cannot both be in the same directed set 
9. Furthermore we claim that a mean which is convolution-invariant, and 
exp-invariant, cannot be [exp]-invariant. Proof of first statement: Suppose 
k>exp, [exp] so 3c, de%70 such that k=exp~c = [exp] od. Now define 
f E L” as follows. Let g(x) be the periodic function with period 1 which 
equals ~r~.~,~, on the unit interval. Define f(x) = go log x for x > 0, zero 
otherwise. So for positive x, f 0 exp is the periodic function g. And h(x) = 
f 0 [exp](x) is also periodic of period one-on the unit interval it is ~r~,~, 
where M = (e”’ - l)(e- 1) which is less than t. Now let 4(x)= xrO,,, which 
is in P,. So 4 * g is the constant function 4, and 4 * h is the constant 
7 
function c(. If there were k = expo c= [exp] od then 16 hm II/ * (go c) 6 
ii% 4 * g = $ by Lemma 2.4, and yet 
goc=foexpoc=fok=fo[exp]od=hod. 
So lim II/ * (f 0 k) = 4 and also = LX, a contradiction. Proof of the second 
statement: We can use the same counterexample, or this related one-if 2 is 
exp and [exp]-invariant, then it is I= [exp] - ’ 0 exp-invariant, and for h, g 
as above, h 0 I = f 0 exp = g, providing a contradiction. 
Remark. The general philosophy here is that the non-uniqueness of 
means essentially comes from increasingly slow oscillations at co. Ideally 
one would like to define a consistent family of scale-changes which are 
uniformly convex in some natural sense (perhaps with simple conditions on 
the higher-order derivatives), and which “grow fast enough” to pull in any 
of those oscillations to average them, thus giving the result of the 
Proposition. It is far from clear whether this can be done. It may be the 
case, for instance, that any directed set 99 can be extended to a maximal 
directed set. Does a totally ordered subset have an upper bound? This 
would require “diagonalizing” the tower, within %%. Would a maximal 
family then guarantee the result of the proposition? It seems that an answer 
may get involved with interesting set-theoretical questions. See also part (1) 
of the Conclusions in Section V. 
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III. MEASURE-LINEARITY 
1. Preliminaries 
Let (X, y) be a topological space with Bore1 o-algebra 99. Given a 
probability measure ~1 on 93 (i.e., p(X) = 1 ), we define its com- 
pletion-which will also be denoted by ,u--as follows. Recall that an outer 
measure is just like a measure except (countably) s&additive. For any 
SSX, define p*(S) =inf{p*B: BE# and B? Sj, which is an outer 
measure. Let S9p denote the a-algebra generated by S? and the p*-null sets; 
p extends to this in the obvious way. These are also exactly the ,u*- 
Caratheodory-measurable sets. The inner measure of a set is the outer 
measure of its complement, and sets in 91fl are those with inner and outer 
measure equal [Roy]. We call these sets the p-measurable sets, or the &J-p- 
measurable sets. They are measurable with respect to any subspace, in the 
sense that their restrictions are the measurable sets for p* restricted to any 
(possibly nonmeasurable) subset SC X. Also see [Ro, p. 51. 
Let 4!‘,(X) denote the set of completed probability measures on X. The 
universal/~ measurable sets are sets in the a-algebra d,,,(X) = n,,,,,,, B/,(X). 
Let (X, $‘,g) be another Bore1 space. A function 1(‘: X-+ X is Bowl 
measurable if w-‘(F) G 59, is p-measurable if US-‘(~) c BP, and is univer- 
sally measurable if w-l(y) c B8, or equivalently if u’ is p-measurable for 
each p. In each case 9 could be replaced by 47. 
Any function w: X -+X maps the outer measures on X to those on X. 
This gives a natural map W from 4”i to the outer measures, leading us to 
an alternative characterization of universal measurability. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. A function w: X+ 8 is universally measurable if and 
only if W maps JI,(X) to J!,(X). 
Proof. The outer measure p* of ALE .4’, pushes forward to an outer 
measure W(,u) = v on a, and if M’-I(@‘) G 6?p then v is a measure. Conver- 
sely if v is a measure on @-, then the outer and inner measures of w-‘(B) 
are equal for BE g, and hence w  is p-measurable. 1 
hOPOSITION 3.2. The composition of two universally measurable maps is 
universally measurable. 
Proof: Let f: X + Y and g: Y + 2 be universally measurable, and write 
h = g of: Choose a measure p E A](X); we are to show that for S Bore1 
s Z, h ~ i(S) is p-measurable. Push p forward to a measure v on Y, using 
the previous proposition. Now g-‘(S) zfB=N, for some B Bore1 and 
N v*-null. And there is a Bore1 set NO in Y, such that NO? N and 
v( No) = 0. 
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This pulls back to a p*-null set, and the conclusion follows easily. 1 
Let E be a topological vector space. We will always assume that points 
are closed and that the dual space separates points, which is the case if, for 
instance, E is locally convex Hausdorff [Rul]. If XG E is convex compact, 
then we have the barycenter map b: .4!,(X) + X defined by a(b(p))= 
IX a(x) &L(x) for c1 E E*. Let w: X-t B be universally measurable, with B a 
convex compact subset of a t.v.s. B We say w is measure-affine if w  is 
universally measurable and if b(w(p)) = w(b(p)) for each ME&,. By 
considering point masses, measure-affine implies afline. If w: E + i? is linear 
and measure-afftne for all compactly supported measures, we say w  is 
measure-linear. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The composition of two measure-affine maps is 
measure-affine. 
Proof: We know that the composition is universally measurable. The 
rest follows automatically. 1 
2. Measure-Linear Means 
The appropriate Bore1 structure on I” is given not by the sup norm 
topology but by the product topology F. Note, for instance, that the norm 
unit ball K = n Y m [ - 1, 1 ] is a nice measure space, being compact, con- 
vex, and metrizable. This suggests the definition of the Bore1 sets for 
L”(R), or indeed for L” of any locally compact separable metric space. 
Let F be the weak-* topology for L” = (L’)*. By the Banach-Alaoglu 
theorem the unit ball K is again compact. It is convex and separable (since 
L’ is separable) hence metrizable. This delines g and the notions of univer- 
sally measurable and measure-afline. Note that the weak-* topology on 
I” = L”(Z) is just, once more, the product topology. 
The following theorem is due to Mokobodzki [Ml.’ His proof made use 
of the Continuum Hypothesis, and Norman showed Martin’s axiom is in 
fact sufficient. Here X= I” = L”(N). 
THEOREM 3.4 (Mokobodzki). There exists a mean A on I” such that 
(i) b(l/n) C;T=, x(i)<A(x)<lim(l/n) xi!=, x(i)for all xEZr; 
(ii) 1 is measure-linear, that is, 1 is universally measurable and for p 
compactly supported, I(bp) = jx A(x) d,u(x). 
2 See also J. P. R. Christensen, “Topology and Bore1 Structure,” Chap. 6, North-Holland, 
Amsterdam, 1974, and his 1971 paper cited there. (He proves universal measurability only.) I 
thank P. Diaconis for providing me this reference. 
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If a function w: I” -+ [w is linear and F-continuous then it is 
automatically measure-linear-see [Rul, Theorem 3.271. However, an 
invariant mean i on 1” can certainly never be Y-continuous. 
Mokobodzki’s result is remarkable in that ;1 also cannot even be Bore1 
measurable. B. Weiss showed me a nice proof of this fact. One considers the 
restriction of 1 to sequences of O’s and 1’s. Every Bore1 set differs from an 
open set by a set of first category, and one uses the Baire category theorem 
plus symmetry to show that 1-I { $} must be residual, from which one 
derives a contradiction. A more abstract proof is in [H-J, Lemma 8.2 and 
remark before Theorem 9.33. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Measure-linearity is a strong and useful property as these 
two examples illustrate. 
(1) Let 1 be a measure-linear invariant mean on 1”. We will prove 
the Birkhoff ergodic theorem for A-and the proof is absolutely trivial. Let 
T be a measure-preserving transformation of a measure space (Q, m), and 
letf:SZj[Wbebounded.Definef*(w)=i(f(T’o)))whereoEBandiE~. 
We see thatf* is measurable and T-invariant; we want to show thatf* has 
the same expected value as f: Define the map CC 52 + I” by ~$0) =x with 
x(i) =f( T’(o)). Under CI the measure m pushes forward to the (compactly 
supported) measure fi in .&,(P). Its barycenter h(m) is y E I” with y(i) = 
E(fo T’) = E(f) for each ie N, so 
E(f) = A(b(rii)) = 1 A(x) dCz(x) = 1 f*(a) dm(0) = E(f*). 
(2) For a mean 2 on ,Ccu(lw) which is measure-affrne, we claim that 
translation-invariance implies convolution-invariance. Let 4 E P,( [w), and 
let fe KG L”(R). Let m be the measure on IF! whose Radon-Nikodym 
derivative is 4. Defining the map CC (w + K by t -+f(x - t), CI pushes m 
forward to a measure fi E AI(K). The barycenter of fi is the function 4 * f, 
and so 
A(4 * f) = A(bCi) = 1 A.(f(x - t)) dm(t) = A(f). 
Now we are ready to state and prove these extensions of Theorems 2.1, 
2.2, and 2.6. To prove Theorems 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8 we will use a key lemma 
of Mokobodzki and Norman. Theorem 3.4 is an easy corollary of 
Theorem 3.5, with, e.g., c = exp. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let Y be a directed subset of 970, with cardinality 
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# 9 < 2u”. Then under the assumption of Martin’s axiom, there exists a mean 
Aon L”(R)such thatforall$EP,, allcE9, 
(a) lim~*(foc)~~~Zf~lim*((f~c), 
(b) Af= W;(f)), 
(c) 3, is measure-linear. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let c E VU. Under Martin’s axiom, there exists a mean 1 
which is convolution-invariant, c-invariant, and measure-linear. 
THEOREM 3.8. Under the assumption of Martin’s axiom, there exists a 
mean 1 on L”( [w + ) satisfying: 
(1) convolution-invariance, 
(2) exponential-invariance, 
and therefore (3), (4), (5), and (6) of Theorem 3, and also 
(7 ) measure-linearity. 
As remarked in the example, (7) + (3) + (1 ), and similarly 
(7) + (4) * (5). To state the key lemma of Mokobodzki we need several 
definitions. 
Let E be a t.v.s. (as in Section I) which is separable. Let K be a compact 
convex subset of E. r$ (K) denotes the bounded lower semicontinuous con- 
vex functions: K + R, Z< = - f$ the upper semicontinuous concave 
functions. For a family of convex functions {v,}, on K, A, vi will denote the 
convex infimum, i.e., the largest convex function which is dominated by all 
the vi. We define Z+(K) to be the set of functions on K which are of the 
form v = A, vi, for vi E r$ (K) with #Z < 2’O. The concave supremum V ui is 
defined similarly, giving us the class of functions r-(K) which equals 
-Z’(K). To prove Theorems 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, we need the following 
lemma. For proofs see [M], a short and sweet exposition which uses the 
Continuum Hypothesis, and [H-J], which presents valuable background 
information on the analysis and logic involved. 
LEMMA 3.9. (In-Between Lemma [Mokobodzki and Norman]). Let K 
be a compact convex subset of a separable t.v.s. E. Let v E Z+(K) and 
UE Z-(K) with u(x) < v(x) for all XE K. Then under Martin’s axiom there 
exists w: K + R measure-affine such that u < w < v. 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let E be L”(R) with the Y-topology, and let K 
be the unit ball. Define v: K + IR by 
4f)=Ct~[Ecq W-4* (f41 
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and let u(f) = sup{limg * (fo c)}. W e will show that u E f+(K), u E T-(K), 
and that u < u. The basic facts we will need are that the supremum of a 
family of uniformly bounded continuous functions is l.s.c., that the sup of a 
(bounded) family of convex functions is convex, and that a decreasing 
infimum of (bounded) convex functions is convex (and so is, in this case, 
the same as the convex intimum). 
Using these facts, one sees that the map cr: K + R defined by a(f) = 
ess SUP~~.+~,~(.~) = supiEN (ess ~up~:.r,,~+ ,, f(x)) is Y-1.s.c. and convex. 
Note that f-4 *f for q5~ P,, and f H f 0 c for CE 59 are Y-continuous 
maps of L’. Now to each c E 9 associate a function 4,. E P, . By Lemma 4, 
using also the fact that the supremums decrease as n increases, and that 9 
is a directed set, u(f) = inf,c.,l)c!9x N sup,>,, (4, * (,fo c)). Therefore 7 
VE f ‘(K). Finally, for each c, 4, and f. ~IIJ # * (fo~)dhm q5 * (for), and 
therefore-using the fact that 9 is a directed set and Lemma 2.4- 
u(S) < o(f). One could also use the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 to prove this 
last point. Now applying the in-between lemma, we are done. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Define ‘9’ = { c(“‘},, wI as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2. By Theorem 3.6, there exists a mean A,, such that A, is 
measure-linear and AZ-invariant for all n E Z, q5 E P,. Now let m be an 
invariant mean on 1” which is also measure-linear. This exists by 
Mokobodzki’s theorem (Theorem 3.4). Define the map %: L” + lK! by 
A(f) = m(...l,C-tf, &,f, &Cf..). By Proposition 3.2, A is universally 
measurable and measure-linear. We conclude the argument just as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. This is a corollary of the previous theorem. 1 
IV. APPLICATIONS 
THEOREM 4.1 (Pathwise Central Limit Theorem). Let Q be the space of 
Brownian motion paths on R for positive time, with initial condition B(0) = 0 
for BE 52, and with Wiener measure v. There exists an invariant mean A on 
L”(R) such that for almost every B in 12, for every Lebesgue measurable set 
A c R. we have 
In fact, it is sufficient for a mean 1 to satisfy either: 
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(4 convolution-and exponential-invariance, or 
(b) measure-linearity and being weighted at + co. 
Let (6, v^) denote the space of Brownian motion paths B(t) definedfor all 
times t E F!, and satisfying B(0) = 0. Recall (Theorem 2.3) that given a non- 
symmetric invariant mean 1 on L”(R), we form the symmetric version by 
setting x(f) = A(f) for T(x) = f( -x), and then defining J= 4)” + tz. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Monte Carlo method on Iw). With the assumption of Mar- 
tin’s axiom, there exists a mean 1 on L”(R) which is translation-invariant 
and which is weighted at + co, such that for any f E L”, 
(a) for v-a.e. BE Sz, 
x(f) = 4f(B(t))); 
(b) for O-a.e. BE fi, 
x(f) = z(f(B(t))). 
To prove both theorems we view Brownian motion from the perspective 
of ergodic theory. This approach requires us to be careful about the 
measure-theoretic foundations. There are many different ways to construct 
Brownian motion; for instance, at least three topologies, four g-algebras, 
and three measure spaces may be brought into the act. Taking the perspec- 
tive of isomorphism theory, and Rochlin’s theory of Lebesgue spaces, seems 
to clarify some of the issues involved. We have found these references 
especially helpful: [Lo, Wi, Fr, RSII, Si, Bi1,2]. 
We will use the following setup for Brownian motion. C( [w + ) denotes the 
space of continuous real-valued functions, and Q is that subset such that 
the value at time 0 is 0. y denotes the topology on Q of uniform con- 
vergence on compact subsets of Iw, and 69 is the Bore1 g-field of F. Wiener 
measure v will be complete, regular measure on the completion BV, with the 
correct Brownian motion joint distributions (on finite collections of times 
in [w), and by Brownian motion we mean the triple (52, &‘,,, v). We also call 
Sz Wiener space. The topology y makes Q a complete separable metric 
space. Therefore, for reasons we describe below, it is a well-behaved 
measure space from the point of view of ergodic theory. Also see [Wi] for 
related discussion. 
DEFINITION. Let (X, d, p), (Y, g, v) be measure spaces with probability 
measures p(, v and complete a-algebras &, g. By a homomorphism a: X + Y 
we mean a function u from X\N to Y with N a null set, such that a is 
(G?$))-measurable and measure-preserving. We say a homomorphism 
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f: X+ Y is an isomorphism (measure-theoretic or (mod 0)-isomorphism) if 
there is a homomorphism g: Y --f X with d(x) = x and fg( y ) = y for almost 
all x, y, i.e., except for (measurable) null sets. Equivalently, f is an 
isomorphism if it is a bimeasurable bijection between aN and Y\M for 
null sets N, M. In general a homomorphism may have a non-measurable 
image; this does not happen for the following class of measure spaces. 
DEFINITION. A probability space (X, &‘, ,u) (with d complete) is a 
Lebesgue space if it is isomorphic to the unit interval, or to a subinterval 
plus a sequence of point masses [Ro, p. 211. See [Ro, CFS] for the 
axiomatic characterization. 
These two theorems are direct corollaries of Rochlin’s results [Ro, 
pp. 33,251. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X, Y be Lebesgue spaces and let CC X-t Y be a 
homomorphism. Then for any set A of positive measure, cc(A) is measurable 
in Y. In particular, a(X) is measurable. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be a separable, complete metric space with Bore1 
sets 99, measure p, and completion gP. The space (X, gP, p) is a Lebesgue 
space. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The space (Sz, C&, v) of Brownian paths is a Lebesgue 
space. 
DEFINITION. A transformation T: X + X of a probability measure space 
(X, &, p) is a l-l, bimeasurable, measure-preserving bijection. A flow is a 
family S,: X -+ X of transformations indexed by t E (w, such that the map 
(t, x) H S,(x) is jointly measurable and an R-action. A homomorphism of 
flows (X, S,) and (Y, T,) is a homomorphism a from WN to Y such that 
T,a = as, (mod 0), with the requirement that the null set is the same for all 
t, i.e., that orbits go to complete orbits. Thus the image is a flow invariant 
set of full outer measure. If (X, S,) and (Y, T,) are continuous flows of 
topological spaces, then a measure-theoretic isomorphism a is finitary if it 
is a homeomorphism off of the flow invariant null sets. This terminology 
[Fi] is motivated by coding theory [KS]. Let (Xi}, for Z= Z or [w be a 
family of real-valued random variables with consistent (finite) joint dis- 
tributions [La]. One models this stochastic process as a measured space of 
sample paths as follows: let Sz = W, and let 9 be the algebra generated by 
the finite cylinder sets (finite intersections of sets of the form {f E 52: 
f(i) E B for BE a( Iw)} for some i E I). Since the joint distributions are con- 
sistent, they determine a measure p on 9; by Kolmogorov’s extension 
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theorem [Bill this has a unique extension to &, the complete a-algebra 
generated by 8. Points in 52 are regarded as sample paths for the process 
(Xi},. For Z= Z, Q is a Lebesgue space and thus, for instance, for {Xi}, 
stationary, we have modeled the process by a measure-preserving transfor- 
mation of a Lebesgue space. One can then study isomorphisms of this 
model. For Z= Iw, however, (52, &, p) is not a Lebesgue space. We will 
describe the sort of problems that can arise and how they can be resolved 
for the particular case of Brownian motion. 
Now let fi= [w”+ and let 9 be the finite cylinder algebra. Let p be the 
measure on 9 given by the joint distributions of Brownian motion [Bi2], 
and let & be the o-algebra generated by 9. Any (possibly non- 
measurable) set SC fi forms a measure space (S, d, p*), where d is the 
collection of all sets of the form A n S for A E ($$), [Ro, p. 51. If S G d has 
outer measure 1 we call the space (S, &, ,u*) a version of the Brownian 
motion process. Note that the random variables defined by Xi = X(i) for 
i E lQ+ and XE S give the correct joint distributions. And yet the inclusion 
map SG 8, which is a homomorphism, may not be an isomorphism. This 
unsettling behavior is in distinct contrast to the discrete time case. Here is a 
specific example. 
Let S= Q, the continuous paths with B(0) = 0. It can be proved that 
p*(Q) = 1 [Bi2, Lo], so one can say that Brownian motion has a con- 
tinuous version. But it also has a discontinuous version. Let S be the set of 
paths B(t) such that B(t) = B(t) for BE S, except at time t = z,(B), where r, 
is the first positive time such that B(z,) = 1, and set B=O there. Note that, 
since S gives the same joint distributions as S, it has outer measure 1, and 
yet S n S= 0. Neither set is (&),),-measurable. 
This trouble is avoided if instead we use the Bore1 a-algebra @p 
generated by the product topology Yp on fi. The point is that ap is much 
larger than &-which does not even include, for instance, the Fp-closed 
singleton (B}. The reasonable way to extend a measure to all of Fp, and 
beyond to .c?#~, is to have the extension be regular. In fact there exists a 
unique regular extension li [N, RSII]. We will now see that: 
PROPOSITION 4.6. (6, (SIP)<, 3) is a Lebesgue space and is isomorphic to 
(Q;2, g”, v). 
Proof The set S= D c 6 is (gp),-measurable and of measure 1; see 
[Bi2, RSII]. The topologies Y on Q of uniform convergence and Yp 
relative to Q (pointwise convergence) are not the same, but since paths in 
52 are continuous, they generate the same Bore1 o-algebras. Therefore the 
inclusion map from 52 to $ is an isomorphism (mod 0), and since 
(0, aV, v) is a Lebesgue space, so is (si, (.%p),, v^). 1 
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Remarks. (1) Since a continuous path is determined by its values on a 
dense set, relative to 52, & also generates the a-algebra 9#. 
(2) We remark that (3, (&),,, p) is also a Lebesgue space, but that 
v(S) = 0. 
(3) If (8, (FO)ko 11) had been a Lebesgue space, then the injection 
6: SC; fi would have been an isomorphism by Rochlin’s theorem-and 
therefore (c() - ’ would have been an inverse. And yet (c() - ’ 0 CI is defined 
nowhere. This exhibits why for isomorphism theory one prefers to use 
Lebesgue spaces. 
(4) The issue of non-regular extensions also occurs for us in Exam- 
ple 5.1, for finitely additive measures. 
We are now ready to describe a certain flow on the Wiener space Q. 
DEFINITION. A Bernoulliflow is a flow S, of a Lebesgue space (52, -c3, ,u) 
such that each time-t map S, is isomorphic to a Bernoulli shift. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Ornstein [0, Sh]). Two Bernoulli flows of equal entropy 
are isomorphic. 
Define the map A,: f2 + Q, for a > 0, by (A,(B))(t) = (l/h) B(at). The 
scaling property of Brownian motion [Lo] says that this map preserves ail 
(finite) joint distributions. Therefore, it preserves the measure v. Note that 
A, 0 A, = Au,,, so we have an action of the multiplicative positive reals on Q. 
Each A, is a homeomorphism of Q, and since paths are continuous, the 
map (B, a) -+ A,(B) is jointly continuous. We define z, = AexpCsj for s E [w; z,~ 
is a continuous measure-preserving flow ([W-action) on the Lebesgue space 
(Q, VI. 
We call this the scaling flow. We will now see what it is measure 
theoretically. 
Define the map D: fi + fi by (of)(t) = (l/J) f(t), and E: si -+ [ww by 
(&f)(t)=f(exp(t)). These are homeomorphisms, and Eo D maps Q into 
C(R). Let a = D(Q) and 0 = E(d). We write B= D(B) for BE 52, and B = 
E(D(B)). Define 0,: fi + d to make this diagram commute: 
This is a topological and measure-theoretic flow isomorphism, and (TV is 
just the shift (a,(&)(t) = B(t + s) on 0. Therefore (d, c,, ?) is a stationary 
process. It is Gaussian and Markov. One can see directly that it is very 
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weak Bernoulli, hence a Bernoulli flow by [0], and it has infinite entropy. 
Or one can note that it is mixing, and of kernel type, hence Bernoulli by 
[OS]. It is also a familiar object in this presentation: the integral of B(t) 
gives the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model of Brownian motion, and d is known 
as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck velocity process3 Also see [Si], where it is 
called the oscillator process. We conclude: 
THEOREM 4.8. The scaling flow o, on (Q, a’, , v) is a Bernoulli flow of 
infinite entropy. So is the scalingflow on (fi, (CJp)$, v^), and the inclusion map 
of Q into si is a measure-theoretic but not a Jinitary isomorphism. 
A Bernoulli flow is, in particular, ergodic and Kolmogorov. It is these 
properties which will be used in the proof of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. 
The next lemma provides the main technical tools needed in the proofs 
of the theorems. We write Y(Q) for the topology of uniform convergence 
on compacts, and Y(K) for the weak-* topology on the norm-unit ball K 
of L’“(R). 99(Q) and B(K) denote the Bore1 sets. Lebesgue measure on R is 
denoted m and 99,,, is the completed a-algebra (Lebesgue measurable sets) 
on R. 93” is (&J(sZ)),, the completion of Wiener measure. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let f~ L”(R). 
(1) For v-a.e. B in Q, f(B(t)) is a well-defined element of L”( R’ + ). 
(2) The map (B, t)-f(B(t))f rom 52 x [w + to R is measurable from 
the completed o-algebra 
(3) For an interval ZE R, 
j (j f(B(t)) dl) MB) = j (j f(B(t)) dr(B)) dt. R I I R 
(4) The map B++ f(B(t)) from (52, Y(Q)) to (K, Y(K)) is continuous 
off a set N c Q of v-measure 0. (This is also true for the pointwise topology 
on a.) 
Proof. We first prove: 
(a) The map (B, t) H B(t) from Q x R+ to R is Bore1 measurable, 
i.e., it is (g(Q) x 33( R’+ ), g(R))-measurable. The proof of (a) follows 
[Bi2, p.4481. For BEQ, define B”(t)=B(k2-“) for all TV [k2-“, 
(k+ 1)2-“), for k= 1, 2 ,.... The mapping (B, t)~ B”(f) from Szx R+ 
3 See Cox and Miller, “The Theory of Stochastic Processes,” p. 229, Chapman & Hall, 
London. 1972. 
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to K! is Bore1 measurable: For instance, for an interval ZG [w, 
((B,~):B”(~)EZ} = Uk({B:B(k2-“)oZ}x[k,k+l)2-“) which is Bore1 
measurable. Since paths in Q are continuous, the mapping (B, t) H B”(t) 
converges pointwise to the mapping (B, t) H B(t) for all t (and all II). 
Therefore, the limit is Bore1 and (a) is proved. 
(b) Forf: [w + [w Bore1 measurable, the map (B, t) H f(B( t)) is Bore1 
measurable from Sz x [w+ to [w. 
(c) Letf(x)=Xa for AE~?(LW). Then 
s f(B(l))dv(B)= l n J271 s, e -.T2f2 dx. 
This is because the left-hand side is equal to v( B: B( 1) E A }, corresponding 
to a cylinder set in Iw” + whose p-measure we know from the construction 
of p and v. 
(d) Let N= A?m be a Lebesgue measurable null set. Define 
CL: (B, t) c, B(t) E [w. We claim that a- ‘(N) is of (v x m)-outer measure zero. 
N c fi, a Bore1 measurable m-null set. Since a is Bore1 by (a), we can apply 
Fubini’s theorem: 
vxm(a-l(m))={ ([ ~~a(B,r)dv(B))dr. 
Iw R 
The inner integral is, for instance, for time t = 1, equal to 
jax~(B( 1)) dv(B)), which is zero by (c). Therefore a-‘(N) G a-‘(#) is null 
in the v x m-completion of 9?(Q) x 9I((w). 
(e) Now consider f and fin the same LX-equivalence class, that is, 
equal off of some m-null set N G [w. J( B( t)) = f( B(t)) for all (B, t) not in 
a ~ ‘(N) c Q x [W +. This has v x m-measure zero by (d), and so for v-a.e. B 
in R by Fubini’s theorem, m{ t: f(B( I)) #f(B(t))} = 0, i.e., f(B(t)) and 
f( B( t)) are in the same LX ((w + ) equivalence class, which proves ( I). 
(f) Next 1etfE L”. We can find& continuous such thatf,(x) *f(x) 
except for x E N with m(N) = 0. Since BE Q is continuous, f,(B( t)) -+ 
f(B(t)) for all WEB-‘(N), or for all (B, t)~a-l(N). By (d) this has vxm- 
measure zero. Therefore, (B, t) H f,,( B( t)) converges u x m-almost 
everywhere, and the limit function (B, t) ~f( B(t)) is measurable with 
respect to the completion, proving (2). Now (3) follows by Fubini’s 
theorem for completed product measure [Roy]. To prove (4) we need to 
show that for any g E L’(R), if B -+ B, either uniformly on compacts or 
pointwise, then for f E L”, 
j- dt)f(&(t)) df --f j- dt)f(B(t)) dt. 
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First assume f is continuous. In that case, 
k?(t) f (B,(t)) + g(t) f (B(t)) as n-co 
almost surely in t. Therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem, the integrals converge. Next, let f be an arbitrary L” function, 
and let f, -+ f be a sequence of continuous functions converging pointwise 
except on a set Xc Iw with m(N) = 0. We claim that J g(t) f,(B(t)) dt + 
1 g(t) f(B(t))dt for v-almost all B. But f,(B(t))+ f(B(t)) except for 
t EB-‘(N). Let S= (BE&& m(B-‘(N) #O)}; v(S) =0 by (e), so again by 
the dominated convergence theorem we have the result. Therefore, for m 
and n large (N ’ means “within E”), 
j dt)fW(t))dtij dt)fmMt))dt~ j- dt)f,(Wt)) dt 
2 g(t)f(Wt)) dt, s 
for all B and B, not in S. That is, the map B H 1 g(t) f (B(t)) dt is con- 
tinuous from Q\ S to 88, with the same set S for all g E L’, so we are done. 
An alternate proof of (3) can be constructed along lines similar to the 
proof of the Feynman-Kac formula in [RSII]. 
First Proof of Theorem 4.1. Consider the function fl: B + !R defined by 
P(B) = xA(B(l)) for A Bore1 measurable in R. By (c) in the proof of the 
lemma, fi has expected value jn P(B) dv(B) = (l/,/%) JA e@‘* dx. For 
A E [w Lebesgue measurable, j? is measurable by part (1) of the lemma, or 
directly by approximating with Bore1 sets, and we have the same formula. 
The same is true for a: ti -+ iw for the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck velocity process 
(8, a,). This is a Bernoulli flow and so is, in particular, ergodic. Therefore 
the time and space averages are equal by the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, i.e., 
for O-a.e. BE 6, and therefore for A exponentially and convolution- 
invariant, 
= ‘(XAtEtf))) = ‘tXA@@))) 
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by exponential-invariance, and since such a I agrees with Cesaro limits 
when they exist, this equals, for 6a.e. B, or equivalently for v-a.e. B, 
Second Proof of Theorem 4.1 (using assumption (b)). Let 1 be a 
measure-linear mean which is weighted at + co. It could, for instance, be 
translation-invariant. Define D: $2 + fi as before, with V= D(v). Define 
w: 0 + K by (w(B))(t) = xA(B(t)). This is continuous, off a v-null set, as a 
map to the weak-* topology by (4) of Lemma 4.9. Therefore it is v- 
measurable and so v pushes forward to w(v) = p; this is in AI(K) and must 
have a barycenter b(p) in K. For each time t the expected value of the 
process (K, p) is (l/,,/‘%) jA e-“2/2 dx = u E R’ by the same reasoning as in 
the first proof. Now for any gE L’(R), we have 
j (j h(t) g(t) d,) &(h) = j 
K R R 
g(f) ( jK h(t) d/O)) dt 
= 
I 
ag( t) dz. 
R 
The exchange of integrals is justified by (3) of the lemma. Therefore the 
function which is constantly equal to the expected value c1 is the only 
function in L” which gives this result when tested against every g. We 
conclude that this is the barycenter b(p)). 
So far we know that 
dv(B)=jn 1(x4(B)) dC(B)) 
= s 4h) Mh), K 
which equals I(&) = a = (l/6) jA A(h) dp(h) by measure-linearity and 
the fact that A is a mean. So the expected value is correct, and if we can 
show that we are integrating a constant function we will be done. We need 
the next lemma, and provide a new proof which ties back in nicely with the 
ergodic theory of the first proof of Theorem 4.1. 
DEFINITION. For a family {d}, of a-algebras, VI G$ denotes the 
smallest a-algebra containing each, and AI 4 the largest contained in each. 
Define B,=UeEs(R) {fell: f(t)EB, some BEZS(R)} which is a sub-a- 
algebra of B(Q). Let Bar = VIBr JB,, and .B+- = AT=0 Bar so 
i?iY +nc, = 0 a2,. = A, Vrar at. We call this the tail algebra of 52. 
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LEMMA 4.10 (Blumenthal (rl Law). If EE.%?+,, then v(E)=0 or 1. 
Proof. Define t,, A,: D + Q as in the first proof, and set a’= A,(S?l). 
One sees that 9Js=gs. Therefore, @lBI>,=V,>, A,(%$) and W,, = 
(7V A,(9&) = nv ~,(a,). In other words, the time-shift tail algebra for the 
(non-stationary) process of Brownian motion equals the scaling flow tail 
algebra generated by the o-algebra 9!?r of the time-one cylinders. 
Let I denote the interval [0, 11, and set 9?[= Vre, ~9,. We see that 
93 + o. = AV ri, @,. The transformation (R, r 1) is Bernoulli since the flow is a 
Bernoulli flow, hence it is Kolmogorov [CFS, 01, and we would like to 
conclude that the tail algebra &?+, is therefore trivial. This is immediate for 
any factors generated by finite subalgebras; see [CFS, Sect. 10.8, 
Theorem 11. But 99[ is not of this form so we need to be more careful. One 
sees easily from the form of the Gaussian Markov process (52, r,) that for 
A E @,, given E > 0, there exists n such that for any BE gl, 
v(ri BI A) - v(B) < E for i > n. Therefore 3, is independent of B+ cc, and the 
triviality of B+ac follows in a familiar way. 1 
This completes the second proof of Theorem 4.1. 1 
Remark 4.11. For non-amenable groups the Blumenthal O-l law does 
not hold-see the comments at the end of Section V. In R”, however, the 
tail algebra is still trivial, even though Brownian motion is not recurrent 
for n > 3. Therefore we have: 
THEOREM 4.12 (Pathwise CLT for R”). The statement is the analogue of 
that for n = 1. 
Proof: Brownian motion in R” is l-dimensional Brownian motion in 
each coordinate. Therefore one has the same scaling property, and so the 
scaling flow, which is a product of Bernoulli flows, is Bernoulli. Again, the 
tail algebra is trivial. So both the first and second proofs go through just as 
before. [ 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let A be a measure-linear mean which is exp- 
and convolution-invariant (which exists by Theorem 3.8). It is weighted at 
+ co. Let x denote the symmetrized version. This is also invariant under 
Cesaro-type operators in the following sense: let $ E P,(R), and define 
A;: L”(R) + L”([w+) 
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We have, then, 
Now consider, forfe KEL”(R), the map cc(B)=f(B(t)) from Q to K. 
By Lemma 4.9, this is v-as. continuous to the weak-* topology of K. In 
particular, it is v-measurable, hence it maps v to a measure p E Al(K). 
What is its barycenter? 
Define $(x) = (l/,/%) ePX212, which is in P,(R). Define c(,: Sz -+ R by 
dB) =f(B(t)). Th is is measurable by the lemma, and its expected value, 
as in (c) of the lemma, is, for t = 1, ( l/&) j f(x) e-c*12 dx. By the scaling 
property of Brownian motion, the expected value of a,(B) is 
Call this function f(t). We claim that f(t) is the barycenter b(p). We need 
to show that, for g E L’(R), 
j- 
E-a 
f(t) g(t) dt = 1 (1 .W(t)) g(t) dt) dv(B). 
R w 
By Fubini’s theorem-the use of which is justified by the lemma-the right- 
hand side is equal to JR (jnf(B(t)) dv(B)) g(t) dt, and this is exactly 
j f(t) g(t) dt as we hoped it would be. 
Now we prove the theorem. Define $(x) as above, and define e,(x)= 
(l/t) $(x/t), and set h(t) = j 1+5,(x) f(x) dx. By measure-linearity, 
By c(x) = x2-invariance (Theorem 2.6) this equals 2(/z(t)). Then by Cesaro- 
type invariance, 
Therefore the expected value of A(f(B)) is just what we wanted it to be. 
Furthermore, by the lemma, and since 1 is universally measurable, the map 
B H &f(B)) from D to R is measurable. Its values only depend on the 
infinite future of B(t), and hence they define sets measurable with respect to 
the tail algebra of Brownian motion. Therefore by the Blumenthal O-l law, 
the function is a.s. (v) constant, and since we know its expected value, we 
are done. The second part of the theorem follows immediately. g 
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Now we extend this idea to [w”. Given a mean % on L”(R) which is 
weighted at + 00, define an associated mean 2 on L”( KY’) by 
3.0 = W(r)) 
for 
whose m, is normalized Lebesgue measure on the (n - 1)-sphere of radius r 
centered at the origin. If ;Z is invariant under Cesaro-type averages, then x 
is invariant under the obvious [W”-analogue, i.e., 
;t(f) = 2 (j f(x) Icldx) dx) for 4+(x) Ep,(R”) R” 
and e,(x) = (l/t”) $(x/t). This implies that, e.g., 1((f) = A(( l/IB,I) 
s&(x) dx) for B, the ball f o radius r and IB,I its volume, and also 
dilation-invariance: I(if) = i(f(rx)) Vr > 0. As is the case for [w, this con- 
dition implies translation-invariance of X Things are quite different for a 
non-amenable manifold or group: see the Conclusion in Section V. 
THEOREM 4.13 (Monte Carlo Theorem for W). With the assumption of 
Martin’s axiom, there exists a translation-invariant mean L on L”(R + ), and 
an associated translation-invariant mean 1 on R’“, such that for any 
f~ Lao(W), for v-a.e. B(t) (Brownian motion in IF?), 
x(f) = W(B(t))). 
Proox Let 1 be measure-linear and exponentially and convolution- 
invariant. The proof, as it was for the extension of the PCLT to R”, is just 
like that for dimension one. n 
V. COUNTEREXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS 
EXAMPLE 5.1. A translation-invariant mean on L”(R) which is not 
convolution-invariant. 
Rudin [RuZ] constructs such an example on any non-discrete locally 
compact infinite amenable group. For the circle S’, his construction 
roughly goes as follows. Let A s S’ be a dense, open set of measure <E. 
Let f=l-xXA. There is a translation-invariant ideal J in the Banach 
algebra L”(S’) which contains f and is annihilated by a complex 
homomorphism. There is an associated invariant mean ;1 such that Af = 0, 
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and yet for appropriately chosen 4~ Pr(S’), 4 * f(~) b + for all x, which 
proves that ;l(f) # A(4 * f). N ow, 3, defines a finitely additive measure p on 
the Lebesgue measurable subsets of S’. Therefore p cannot be regular, since 
on a compact domain a finitely additive regular measure is countably 
additive CDS], and it would be Lebesgue measure. So this also provides a 
good example of a non-regular measure. Also see [Wa] on regularity. 
Such a phenomenon cannot happen on C(S’ ), since these are the 
uniformly continuous functions, and there, A(f) = n(f * 4) [Gr]. The 
extension of a mean from C(X) to L”(X) for a space X is via the 
Hahn-Banach theorem [DS] and is non-unique for “non-regular” exten- 
sions as this example shows. What should be the proper definition and role 
of regularity for a mean? 
EXAMPLE 5.2. The same property but on 5X 
This example [Ra] is quite different and works on C( [w): Raimi 
produces fOtz C(Iw) such that A(&) # A(&, * 4) for any 4 E P,(lR). The 
function f0 is a piecewise linear sawtooth with values 1 and - 1 at 
increasingly closely spaced points. His construction of such a A uses 
rational approximations of real numbers in an interesting way. 
Means and the Ergodic Theorem. For CE%U, we say the averaging 
method lim 4 * (fo c) is Birkhoffif it gives the result of the Birkhoff ergodic 
theorem (for bounded functions). That is, let ~1 be a measure on KG L” 
which represents an ergodic flow; what we require is that the limit exists for 
p-a.e. f and gives the expected value. (We have throughout this paper 
restricted our attention to bounded f; one should try to extend it-see 
[M, H-J].) We say a mean I on L” or 1” is Birkhoff if it gives the expec- 
ted value for p-a.e.fin K. We have shown (Example 3.5) that any measure- 
linear mean which is invariant is Birkhoff. Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem says 
exactly that for c(x) = exp(x), the averaging method satisfies this property 
(since it is just the Cesaro average). But how little is actually needed? We 
make this wild guess: 
Conjecture 5.3. For any c E VU, lim 4 * (fo c) is Birkhoff. The reasoning 
is that the finite measure space on which [w is acting should force enough 
“almost periodicity” or recurrence that things average out. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. A mean on L”(R) which is translation-invariant but not 
Birkhoff. 
Consider the Rudin mean of Example 5.1, except on [w instead of S’. Let 
(S’, m, T,) be the flow of rotation by angle t on S’ with Lebesgue measure 
m. Letfon S’ be as in Example 5.1. For every x, A(f( T,x)) = 0 and yet the 
expected value is 2 E. 
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PROPOSITION 5.5. Let 52 = n? { 1, 2 ,..., k} be a Bernoulli shift with p an 
independent infinite product measure. Then any mean 3, on I” which is 
measurable, linear, and weighted at + co is Birkhoff for all such shifts, for a 
cylinder-set observable. 
Sketch of Proof: For measures (l/k, l/k,...) one uses the Kolmogorov 
O-l law, linearity and measurability, and the fact that permutations are 
automorphisms to see one gets the correct value (for a cylinder-set obser- 
vable). This extends to rational probabilities. Considering the shift as a fac- 
tor of the infinite-entropy Bernoulli shift nr [0, 11, with Lebesgue 
measure on [0, 11, one sees that generic-point sequences of O’s and l’s can 
be nested as the probabilities change. Thus we can interpolate from the 
rational case. This proof came about in conversations with Jon Aaronson, 
Eli Glasner, and Hillel Furstenberg. It indicates that the independent case 
is quite special. Probably (since the O-U velocity process is close to 
independent) any such mean gives the PCLT with, e.g., no translation- 
invariance required. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. A mean on 1” which is invariant but not measurable 
with respect to the product measure p= @p (t&+46,) on 
l-p (0, l} Gl”. 
This is an example due to Sierpinski; see [H-J, p. 721. 
EXAMPLE 5.7. A mean on L”(R) which is convolution-invariant but 
not Birkhoff. 
We extend the idea in Example 5.6 to L” and achieve this. It gives 
another example of Example 5.4. Cesaro averages often exist, in the sense 
that (on lm) they exist p-a.e. for any stationary ~1. But (this was pointed out 
to me by Mike Boyle) they only exist on a topologically small set, a set of 
first category [Ox]. The same is true for any countable family of averaging 
methods given by Y c%‘u. Does there exist 9 (consistent) such that the 
mean value is precisely determined on a non-residual set? (Even our 
exponentially invariant mean is not nearly strong enough to get this.) 
EXAMPLE 5.8. A mean which is convolution- (or translation-) but not 
dilation-invariant. 
This follows Example 2.8. Let c(x) = [exp](x) as in the example. By 
Theorem 2.2 there exists a mean ,? which is c(x)- and convolution- 
invariant. But for f as in the remark, f(exp(x)) is periodic and piecewise 
continuous. This implies that its mean value is fixed for any translation- 
invariant mean. The same number would be the mean value off, if the 
mean were dilation-invariant, since f is dilation-periodic. Yet, f( [exp](x)) 
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is also periodic and has a different mean value. This example exhibits some 
of the rigidity involved in choosing a consistent family. 
PROPOSITION 5.9. (a) Any Cesaro-type averaging method diverges a.s. 
(v) for the Pathwise CLT. (b) Abstract extensions (see the Introduction) also 
fail in general. 
Proof: Given $ E P’( [w + ) we want to show that for v-a.e. B, the lim sup 
and lim inf of (l/s) 1 Ic/(t/s) x,(1/,,,&) X,(B(t)) dt disagree. This is the same 
as applying a convolution &(X,(&t))) to some B in the (rU velocity 
process 6, which clearly continues to oscillate. (In fact the paths 
4 * (X,(&t))) form a (linitary) factor of a Bernoulli flow-and so this is 
also a Bernoulli flow.) To prove (b) we need to show that there is a weak-* 
limit point of the net of means a,: L’ + [w defined by a,(g) = (4 * g)(r), 
which diverges. Let t E N, and then take some (non-measurable) ultralilter 
limit applied to these a,; this gives the result. 
EXAMPLE 5.10. A mean on L” which is exp- but not convolution- 
invariant. 
This can be constructed using an idea similar to Rudin’s. However, here 
also the failure is essentially local. It would be much nicer to have a 
positive answer to: 
Question 5.11. Is there an exp-invariant mean on L” which is not 
translation-invariant? 
It is easy to produce exp-invariant means, and it is easy to produce such 
an example on C(lR). This is an important question and perhaps not too 
hard. 
Question 5.12. Is there a convolution-invariant mean which is not 
Birkhoff? 
I think I have an example but have to check it further. If not, there 
would be an easy (too easy) proof of Conjecture 5.3 via Lemma 2.5. 
Conclusions (1) One direction for further investigation is to find out 
more about the partial ordering on 9? O. How large can a directed subset 9 
be-does there exist a maximal family? One might try to use Zorn’s 
lemma: can one find an upper bound for a tower? To do this, one would 
like to “diagonalize” within Vo. Does a maximal family % have, for any 
f ELrn, some element c E Y such that lim $ * (f 0 c) exists? Compare 
Proposition 2.7. Are there many maximal families, and if so, how are they 
classified? Are there natural conditions on higher-order derivatives which 
specify a maximal family? Then one would have a candidate for a unique 
mean value on L”. If so, is it still universally measurable? (Does the 
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existence of a measure-linear mean depend on Martin’s axiom?) If the 
program we are suggesting cannot be pushed so far as to get a unique 
natural mean, then what are the obstructions and how can they be for- 
mulated in a precise way? 
(2) There are several directions one can go in extending the results of 
Section IV. Random walks in [w approximate Brownian motion under scal- 
ing in the sense that the cumulative distributions converge. This has an 
attractive pathwise version: under scaling, the polygonal path of a random 
walk is a generic point, in the ergodic theoretic sense, for Brownian 
motion. The same result holds in R”. This enables us to prove pathwise ver- 
sions of Donsker’s theorem, and of the pathwise CLT for random walks. 
These ideas will be carefully developed in a second paper. 
Measure-linear means have special additional interest for more general 
locally compact, non-amenable groups and their actions. For a probability 
measure p on a group G, the convolution p * p *p, for instance, is the dis- 
tribution of an independent random walk on G, with distribution p(, after 
three steps. Given Xi an independent sequence of G-valued random 
variables with distribution p, and fc C(G), a natural definition of boun- 
dary value for f is ~(f(x,),f(x,x,),f(x,x,x,),...)= g(X,X,...) on the 
boundary point X,X,... [F, KV], where Iz is a measure-linear, Cesaro- 
invariant mean on f”(N). By measure-linearity, when one integrates this 
over the boundary measure, one gets exactly A(p(f ), p *p(f ),...) which can 
be interpreted as the average off as seen from the identity. For amenable G 
this average-from-a-point is constant; for non-amenable G it varies as a p- 
harmonic function. Thus we have a projection from L”(G) to the p-har- 
manic functions, which depends on the choice of the mean A, but which is 
then consistent with the corresponding boundary values. This correspon- 
dence is just the Monte-Carlo method applied to general G. One sees that 
the Blumenthal (rl Law is what fails for the non-amenable case (and that 
in fact the measurable tail algebra sets are the measurable sets of the boun- 
dary). One can do this for a group action on a finite measure space (X, m). 
Here the correspondence is strikingly familiar: for f E L"(X, m), 
by Kakutani and Yosida’s Ergodic Theorem [Y, p. 3881, and on the other 
hand, for a.e. sequence X,X, ,..., and a.e. x, 
by the Random Ergodic Theorem of Pitt, Ulam, von Neumann, and 
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Kakutani [Ha], [Ka]. Integrated over the boundary, this gives the p-har- 
manic function $ If the group is amenable, this is as. constant on the 
ergodic components of the action. But what about for other specific cases? 
These theorems say that for an action on a finite measure space, the 
measure-linear mean collapses down to a simple Cesaro average of a 
special type. Ornstein and Weiss have proved a pointwise ergodic theorem 
for actions of amenable groups of polynomial growth. Are averaging sets of 
the form supp@ * . . . * ,D) “Folner” sets for, e.g., symmetric I(, even for the 
non-amenable cases? There are many fascinating questions here. The 
general philosophy is that, although “average” makes no sense for general 
groups, the harmonic projection does-and this is just the average as seen 
from a point. When one factors onto other groups, or onto infinite measure 
spaces (via an action), one may again recover a constant-that is, a global 
sense of average. Then the question becomes, how little can one get away 
with? Sometimes a Cesaro-type average is enough, and this is the real con- 
tent of the various ergodic theorems. This work will be treated in a third 
paper. I am indebted to B. Weiss and H. Furstenberg in particular for a 
conversation concerning the harmonic projection, in which Weiss observed 
that the average as seen from a point can vary, and Furstenberg then 
noticed that it should vary harmonically. 
COMMENTS ON REFERENCES 
Precursors to this paper in the general realm of Banach limits, invariant 
means, and summability methods are far too many to list here, but see 
[Gr]. McShane, Warlield, and Wartield in [MWW] did produce a mean 
on 1” which is Cesaro-invariant and iteration-invariant (where iteration is 
the analogue, for sequences, of dilation). This paper was influenced in 
places by their algebraic approach. 
We have, throughout this paper, been asking a perhaps unanswerable 
question: what are the strongest possible natural axioms one can require of 
a mean? A deeper fundamental problem is to investigate the same open- 
ended question for a conditional probability p(A, B) defined on pairs of 
subsets of R. This has been studied by Parikh and Pames [PPl, PP2] 
using the tools of non-standard analysis. Indeed, this is one case where it is 
hard to imagine an approach which does not make use of non-standard 
analysis. Their axioms include dilation-invariance (but see the remark 
following Theorem 1.2 of [PP2]). How much further can their axioms be 
strengthened? Is there a mutual extension of their results and those of this 
paper? 
The general idea that non-amenability is intimately related to the 
existence of a non-trivial boundary at infinity, and to the existence of non- 
607/63/3-3 
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constant bounded harmonic functions, goes back at least to the 1962-1963 
papers of Furstenberg. Garnett [Gal, Ga2] discusses a Monte Carlo 
method for Brownian motion on foliations of a compact manifold, making 
use the Kakutani-Yosida theorem (this is where I learned of that tool). 
Since (hopefully) foliations are to a compact manifold as orbits are to a 
finite measure space, this is, from our point of view, much like taking the 
harmonic projection of the group action. The boundary of the action is just 
the product of the group boundary and the measure space, and the boun- 
dary values are a function on this boundary. Zimmer [Zi] has made a 
similar definition for the foliation case. Sometimes the action is such that 
the boundary squashes down to something much smaller. Much interesting 
work remains on what happens for specific examples. 
Lyons and Sullivan [LS] have just published a paper in which they 
describe a harmonic projection for Brownian motion on an infinite 
Riemannian manifold. They do not have available the tool of measure- 
linear means and so do not discuss boundary values. We use random walks 
(see [F, KV, LE] for more recent material) because the boundary theory is 
easier there; ideally, this theory should be worked out simultaneously for 
random walks and Brownian motion, and on trees, groups, and Rieman- 
nian manifolds. One can think of geometrical definitions of amenability for 
a manifold (are balls “Folner sets”?). When does this agree with the 
algebraic definition? There are many remaining unanswered questions here 
as well. 
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